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Abstract: Disdrometer and condensation nuclei (CN) data are compared with operational polarimetric
radar data for one multicell and one supercell storm in eastern Nebraska on 11 June 2018. The radar
was located ~14.3 km from the instrumentation location and provided excellent observation time
series with new low-level samples every 1–2 min. Reflectivity derived by the disdrometer and radar
compared well, especially in regions with high number concentration of drops and reflectivity <45 dBZ.
Differential reflectivity also compared well between the datasets, though it was most similar in the
supercell storm. Rain rate calculated by the disdrometer closely matched values estimated by the radar
when reflectivity and differential reflectivity were used to produce the estimate. Concentration of CN
generally followed precipitation intensity for the leading convective cell, with evidence for higher
particle concentration on the edges of the convective cell associated with outflow. The distribution of
CN in the supercell was more complex and generally did not follow precipitation intensity.
Keywords: disdrometer; polarimetric radar; supercell; multicell; rain rate; condensation nuclei

1. Introduction
Supercell thunderstorms are complex and impactful. They are responsible for a large proportion of
significant severe weather events in the United States [1,2] and often contain novel drop size distributions
(DSDs) and mixtures of particle types [3,4]. Their microphysics are influenced by condensation
nucleus (CN) concentrations in their environment [5,6], with larger inflow CN concentration possibly
associated with stronger convective updrafts. Polarimetric radar observations provide a means to
infer microphysical properties of supercell storms [7]. A challenge of this approach is validation
of radar-derived particle distributions, which can be accomplished using airborne or ground-based
sensors. The primary goal of this paper is to provide a comparison of polarimetric radar and disdrometer
datasets from a supercell storm which passed over a ground-based disdrometer and was near an
operational S-band radar. Secondary goals are to compare radar and disdrometer observations in a
multicell storm which occurred earlier, and to present CN observations from both storms.
Polarimetric radar signatures of supercell storms are well-known ([8–11] and many others).
The focal signatures sampled in this study include the differential reflectivity (ZDR ) arc and the specific
differential phase (KDP ) foot. The ZDR arc [8] is a shallow, often narrow band of sparse liquid drops
with large median diameter located along a supercell’s forward flank. It develops in response to
size sorting in the storm-relative inflow [8,12,13] and may change markedly through time, perhaps
indicating changes in the storm-relative wind profile [14,15]. ZDR arc characteristics have been explored
as a possible indicator of a storm’s tornadic potential [16,17]. The KDP foot [9] is an area of large KDP
values typically found in a storm’s reflectivity (ZHH ) core downwind from where hail falls out and
may indicate high liquid water content (LWC) in melting hail. Large quantities of small hail are known
to produce high KDP values [18], as are extreme rainfall rates associated with flooding [19].
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Several prior studies have reported disdrometer measurements from supercells and compared
those datasets with polarimetric radar observations. [20] reported video disdrometer measurements of
forward-flank DSDs from a short-lived Oklahoma supercell located ~41.5 km from the polarimetric
S-band Cimarron radar. Large drops were present in low number concentration along the forward
flank and drops with diameter < 1 mm became much more common as the precipitation core moved
overhead. The band of large drops sampled by the disdrometer along the forward flank corresponded
to radar measurements of ZDR > 3 dB. Disdrometer observations of hail also corresponded to radar
measurements of ZDR < 1 dB. The authors noted that close agreement between the radar and
disdrometer measurements was not anticipated given the rapid changes of precipitation characteristics
in space and time, and since strong wind likely contributed to undercatchment of particles by the
disdrometer, e.g., [21]. Carey et al. [22] reported video disdrometer measurements from a tornadic
cool-season supercell and compared them with observations from a C-band radar located 14 km
from the disdrometer. The storm produced an EF-2 tornado and passed over the disdrometer just
prior to tornadogenesis. Radar-derived ZDR values of 5–8 dB in the ZDR arc were confirmed to be
large drops (mass weighted mean diameter 3 mm; maximum drop size > 6 mm) by disdrometer
measurements. Large drops in low concentration were observed throughout the forward flank. Hail
and large drops distinguished by the disdrometer were not readily distinguishable in the C-band
radar dataset. Giant liquid drops observed in a core of an Oklahoma supercell ~55 km away from
the nearest Weather Surveillance Radar-1988 Doppler (WSR-88D), the same radar network as used in
the current study, were collocated with large ZDR and KDP values, and were possibly associated with
melting hail [23]. Supercell DSDs have recently been observed above the surface using an airborne
video disdrometer [24].
Ott particle size and velocity (PARSIVEL; OTT HydroMet, Kempten, Germany) disdrometers
such as that used in the current research have also been used in prior supercell studies. [25] reported
PARSIVEL observations from a Verification of the Origin of Rotation in Tornadoes Experiment-2
(VORTEX2) isolated tornadic supercell located ~76 km from a WSR-88D, though few radar observations
were reported by [25]. The disdrometer indicated large drops and small hailstones in the forward
flank region. Additional VORTEX2 PARSIVEL disdrometer observations of supercells were discussed
by [26], including two storms for which forward flank observations were collected. These storms were
≥123 km from a WSR-88D, precluding comparison. Disdrometer datasets were instead compared
with mobile X-band radar observations and an agreement of 38–45% was found between the two
datasets, which was within the PARSIVEL’s sampling uncertainty. The need to perform quality control
on PARSIVEL data collected in high wind conditions has been discussed in prior studies [3,25].
Observations were collected by a ground-based PARSIVEL disdrometer under a supercell and
leading convective cell. The supercell exhibited strong low-level rotation and produced severe hail.
The ZDR arc and KDP foot regions were sampled at a location ~14.3 km from the S-band WSR-88D
radar KOAX (Omaha/Valley, Nebraska). The radar sampled the low levels every 1–2 min throughout
the event. This represents the closest supercell disdrometer dataset to an operational S-band radar
with the best temporal resolution of which the author is aware, allowing detailed comparison of the
polarimetric radar characteristics and similar disdrometer-derived variables. Measurements of the
ZDR arc and forward flank of a supercell at close range to an operational radar were also helpful for
understanding the microphysics of this storm region, which is indicative of the storm-relative wind
field. CN changes at high temporal resolution are also examined in the near-convection environment
for perhaps the first time in the literature.
2. Data and Methods
The disdrometer dataset was collected from 2116–2256 UTC on 11 June 2018. The instrument
was in an open area near the Fremont Middle School (41.433◦ N, −96.450◦ W) in Fremont, Nebraska,
~14.3 km northwest of KOAX. Assuming standard radar beam propagation, the radar beam centerline
altitude was ~155 m above the surface at the disdrometer location. While the disdrometer was collecting
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data, a young and developing convective cell passed overhead between ~2130–2150 UTC accompanied
by a short burst of heavy rain. Then, a supercell passed over the instrument from ~2226–2253 UTC,
including the ZDR arc and storm core.
Quality control was performed on the disdrometer dataset following the procedure of
Friedrich et al. [25] since it was collected in an environment which often contained strong wind
and heavy rainfall. The template presented by Friedrich et al. [25]; their Figure B1 was used to separate
margin fallers (drops which fall through the edge of the laser beam, and thus are removed), rain
(correctly sampled liquid drops), hail and graupel (correctly sampled ice particles), drops produced
by splashing on the instrument heads (and thus removed), and to remove the effects of strong wind
manifest as drops with unnaturally low fall velocities. The “rain” category was expanded to include
additional bins not included in the original template of [25] because these bins often contained
detections contiguous to the “rain” range when rain was known to be falling. The quality control
template used in this study is shown in Figure 1.
KOAX collected data using volume coverage pattern (VCP)-212 [27] throughout the event. This
VCP is characterized by frequent low-level samples and produced a low-level scan of reflectivity
factor (ZHH ) approximately every 1–2 min. Low-level scans of differential reflectivity (ZDR ), copolar
cross-correlation coefficient (ρhv ), and differential phase (ϕDP ) were produced approximately every
two minutes. ZDR is a variable which indicates the average reflectivity-weighted horizontal to vertical
aspect ratio of scatterers in a sample volume, while ρhv is a measure of scatterer diversity in a sample
volume. ϕDP is a measure of the phase shift between the horizontally- and vertically-polarized
transmitted energy [28] and can be used to estimate liquid water content.
ZDR data from the WSR-88D were calibrated following the procedure of [29], which is also applied
by [17,30]. From the radar dataset, the low-level scan nearest the midpoint of the disdrometer dataset
was selected (~2206 UTC) and all pixels ~1.5 km above the ambient 0 ◦ C level in convective anvil
regions with 20 dBZ ≤ ZHH ≤ 35 dBZ were selected. Within this region, the expected ZDR value for
dry snow aggregates is ~0.15 dB. The actual value was found to be 0.228 dB, leading to a calibration
factor of 0.078 dB, which was subtracted from all the ZDR fields analyzed herein. ZDR was calculated
from the disdrometer measurements using all particles detected (Figure 1). A power-weighted mean
drop diameter was calculated at each measurement time, and this diameter was converted to a
power-weighted mean axis ratio following [31]:
R = 1.01668 − 0.09806D − 2.52686D2 + 3.75061D3 − 1.68692D4

(1)

where R is the power-weighted mean axis ratio and D is the power-weighted mean drop diameter.
Then, the ZDR was estimated following [32]:
ZDR = −10 log10 R7/3

(2)

Two methods were used to calculate the ZHH from the measured particle distributions. First,
a mean droplet axis ratio was calculated for each particle size bin following [33], valid for raindrops in
PARSIVEL measurements:


1, Deq ≤ 1 mm



b

=
1.075
−
0.075D
eq , 1 mm < Deq < 5 mm


a


0.70, D ≥ 5 mm
!

(3)

eq

where (b/a) represents the drop axis ratio and Deq is the equivalent volume diameter (mm). Once the
mean drop axis ratio was known, the horizontal and vertical dimensions of a drop were calculated
using Deq , which is a standard disdrometer output:
Deq =

6Vol
π

!1/3


1/3
= 8a2 b

(4)

where a is the radius of the major axis and b is the radius of the minor axis. Then, substituting a value
in for b from Equation (3), we obtain:
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3
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8 ba

(5)

Once a is known, Equation (3) was used to get a value for b. Then, ZHH was calculated using a
standard equation for Rayleigh scattering, keeping in mind that a and b are major and minor radii
rather than diameter values (e.g., 2a = DHH ):
ZHH =

n
X
n(D )D
i

HH

6

(6)

Vi

i=1

where n = the number of drops measured in each size class i with a mean diameter of Di (mm), and Vi
is the sample volume representative of a particular raindrop, calculated as [20]:
(i)

Vi = wt AT (s)

(7)

where wt is the terminal velocity of a particular raindrop size [m s−1 ], A = a constant sampling area for
the disdrometer (0.0054 m2 ), and T(s) = the 60-s sample time. All ice particles were assumed to be
water-coated, which is reasonable at low levels in a warm environment, and the axis ratio was applied
to all particles in a particular size bin. No ice particles were large enough to introduce substantial error
if Rayleigh scattering was assumed (e.g., largest ice particle size of 13 mm).
The PARSIVEL also estimates ZHH (dBZ) directly for each measurement interval (10 s) using
another typical equation:
X
ZHH = 10log10
N (D)i Di 6 ∆Di
(8)
i

where ∆Di = the width of a particle size class [25]. This represents a second method to calculate a value
for ZHH which can be compared with radar observations. The ZHH values estimated using Equation (8)
were averaged in the one minute surrounding the radar scan time, and ZHH values resulting from
Equations (6) and (8) were compared with the radar-derived ZHH estimate [20]. Radar-estimated
ZDR was also compared directly with disdrometer estimates. These comparisons also utilized 1-min
averages of disdrometer-measured quantities as by [20].
Rain rate is estimated by the PARSIVEL disdrometer from the measured distribution of drops using:
R (rain rate) = 5.8178 × 10−3

n
X

ni Di 3

(9)

i=1

Rain rate can be derived from WSR-88D observations by plugging measured values of the
polarimetric variables into equations which have been developed for various scenarios. This supercell
storm was dominated by convective rainfall with occasional hail. A rain rate equation based on ZHH
and ZDR is typically appropriate for pure rain [34]. Adding specific differential phase (KDP ), the range
derivative of ϕDP is appropriate when hail may be present since KDP is insensitive to particle phase.
Thus, R(ZHH , ZDR ) and R(KDP ) were calculated for all times sampled by the disdrometer using the
following equations [34,35]:



R(ZHH , ZDR ) = (0.0142) ZHH−lin 0.77 ZDR−lin −1.67
(10)
R(KDP ) = 44|KDP |0.822 sign(KDP )

(11)

where lin indicates the linear value of a variable. These equations were derived using measurements in
typical Oklahoma rainfall. Error is potentially introduced since drop size distributions in supercell
storms may be novel [3,4], and average Oklahoma rainfall may not be representative of Nebraska
rainfall on this day.
CN data were collected by a recently calibrated condensation particle counter (CPC) 3007
manufactured by TSI Incorporated [36]. The instrument detects particles with diameter from 10 nm
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to >1 µm with a concentration accuracy of ±20% and 95% response time of 9 s. CN concentration
values were recorded once per second from 2125–2256 UTC, and the instrument was collocated with
the disdrometer at the Fremont Middle School. Thus, the CN data were representative of the air mass
just ahead of the leading convective cell, the rain-free air mass representing supercell inflow, and the
air masses beneath the leading convective cell and supercell storm.
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ZDR data from the WSR-88D were calibrated following the procedure of [29], which is also
applied by [17,30]. From the radar dataset, the low-level scan nearest the midpoint of the disdrometer
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3. Results
3.1. Supercell Storm Overview
A synoptic shortwave crossed the northern Great Plains on 11 June 2018, with its axis at 300 hPa
located through eastern Nebraska at 00 UTC on 12 June (Figure 2a). A 700-hPa wind shift and sharp
moisture gradient were collocated (Figure 2b), and a surface cold front moved south across Nebraska
on 11 June. Convection initiated along the front around 21 UTC, moving south and east as the cold
front advanced. When convection initiated, the sharp frontal boundary was located from northcentral
Kansas to Atmosphere
northeast
Nebraska
(Figure
2020,
11, x FOR PEER
REVIEW2c).
7 of 18
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The supercell of interest initiated around 2117 UTC to the west of the advancing cold front. Its
reflectivity increased
in magnitude
and the
storm became
collocated
withwind
the shear.
The low-level
storm’s environment
was quickly
characterized
by large
instability
andmore
modest
vertical
A special 19 UTC sounding from Omaha, Nebraska (KOAX) indicated 2889 J kg−1 of mixed-layer
convective available potential energy (MLCAPE) and an effective inflow layer shear value of 21 kt
(10.8 m s−1 ) in a vertical wind profile characterized by veering with height (Figure 2d). Around the time
when the supercell was mature, a pool of >4000 J kg−1 MLCAPE was present ahead of the cold front
with effective bulk shear of 30–40 kt (15.4–20.6 m s−1 ; not shown). This environment was consistent
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with known supercell environments, e.g., [37], though low-level shear was relatively weak compared
to prior tornado environments, e.g., [38].
The supercell of interest initiated around 2117 UTC to the west of the advancing cold front. Its
low-level reflectivity increased quickly in magnitude and the storm became more collocated with the
surface cold front over time. By 2201 UTC the storm began to exhibit an echo appendage and low-level
rotation. This rotation was maximized around 2220 UTC, though the appendage region through this
time was generally dominated by strong flow toward the radar. A tornado report was received from
the storm at 2210 UTC which was not later included in the Storm Events Database and has not been
verified by the author. Several reports of severe hail were also received (1.75 in/4.45 cm at 2229 UTC,
1.00 in/2.54 cm at 2230 UTC, and 1.50 in/3.81 cm at 2236 UTC). These reports were within 2–2.5 km of
the disdrometer deployment location, and at the disdrometer, hail was reported up to 1.00 in/2.54 cm in
diameter by the disdrometer operator. The disdrometer operator also estimated a wind speed around
50 kts (25.7 m s−1 ) while the supercell was overhead. As a reminder, the supercell passed over the
disdrometer from ~2226–2253 UTC when the storm was mature and just after the period of maximum
low-level rotation.
3.2. Comparison of Disdrometer, Polarimetric Radar, and CN Datasets
Reflectivity from KOAX was compared with a value calculated from the DSD measured by the
PARSIVEL (Equation (6)) and with a value calculated directly by the PARSIVEL (Equation (8)), and
both agreed relatively well on general trends. The magnitude of values was often incorrect when values
were calculated using Equation (6) (Figure 3a,b), though the coefficient of determination (calculated
using Spearman’s correlation) between the two time series was strong (rs 2 = 0.790). Errors were
generally largest when radar-estimated ZHH was <25 dBZ or >45 dBZ (Figure 3a,b), possibly related
to low drop sampling rates in light precipitation and the presence of hail with high ZHH values.
The best comparison with radar-estimated ZHH was obtained when the raw ZHH calculation from the
PARSIVEL was used (Equation (8)). Though the coefficient of determination was only slightly higher
(rs 2 = 0.815), the magnitude of the difference between values was typically much smaller (Figure 3c,d).
This comparison was variable, however, between the leading convective cell and the supercell. Whereas
the coefficient of determination between the two ZHH series was 0.600 for the leading convective cell,
it was 0.899 for the supercell. The much higher value in the supercell was unexpected since this cell
contained a substantial quantity of melting hail. The observed better agreement using Equation (8)
was expected since this equation does not make assumptions about the fall velocity and equivolume
diameter of particles, which could change between the radar beam altitude and the surface.
Differential reflectivity estimated by KOAX was compared with ZDR calculated from the DSD
using Equation (2) (Figure 4). This comparison was reasonably robust (rs 2 = 0.225; Figure 4b), though
the comparison between radar- and disdrometer-estimated ZDR was more robust for the supercell
(rs = 0.684) than for the leading convective cell (rs = −0.086).
The ZDR distribution was also compared in the supercell’s ZDR arc region. The ZDR arc was
classified as the continuous region along the supercell’s forward flank in which the ZDR value was
relatively uniformly >3.5 dB (Figure 5a,b) [8,15]. According to this definition, the disdrometer
deployment location was within the supercell’s ZDR arc from ~2228–2234 UTC. Large drops were
likely present from 2235–2240 UTC (2 dB < ZDR < 3.5 dB) in the KDP foot region, while there was
evidence for some hail at the altitude of the radar beam around 2241 UTC as lower ZDR values and high
ZHH values passed overhead (Figure 5c,d). From ~2243 UTC to the end of the measurement period,
lighter precipitation was present north of the supercell’s precipitation core. These distinct precipitation
periods allow an assessment of disdrometer performance in regimes typically characterized by varying
drop size distributions [13,39]. In the ZDR arc region, KOAX captured a band of higher ZDR values
as expected (Figure 5b), though this feature was only weakly reflected in the disdrometer dataset
(Figure 4a). This is likely because large drops are sparse in the ZDR arc [40] and may not have
been adequately sampled by the disdrometer. Figure 6 provides evidence for small particle number
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Differential reflectivity estimated by KOAX was compared with ZDR calculated from the DSD
using Equation (2) (Figure 4). This comparison was reasonably robust (rs2 = 0.225; Figure 4b), though
the comparison between radar- and disdrometer-estimated ZDR was more robust for the supercell (rs
= 0.684) than for the leading convective cell (rs = −0.086).
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The ZDR distribution was also compared in the supercell’s ZDR arc region. The ZDR arc was
classified as the continuous region along the supercell’s forward flank in which the ZDR value was
relatively uniformly > 3.5 dB (Figure 5a,b) [8,15]. According to this definition, the disdrometer
deployment location was within the supercell’s ZDR arc from ~2228–2234 UTC. Large drops were
likely present from 2235–2240 UTC (2 dB < ZDR < 3.5 dB) in the KDP foot region, while there was
evidence for some hail at the altitude of the radar beam around 2241 UTC as lower ZDR values and
high ZHH values passed overhead (Figure 5c,d). From ~2243 UTC to the end of the measurement
period, lighter precipitation was present north of the supercell’s precipitation core. These distinct
precipitation periods allow an assessment of disdrometer performance in regimes typically
characterized by varying drop size distributions [13,39]. In the ZDR arc region, KOAX captured a band
of higher ZDR values as expected (Figure 5b), though this feature was only weakly reflected in the
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by the disdrometer and estimated by the radar. These are also the first storms of which the author is
aware for which CN concentration and precipitation intensity are compared.
Reflectivity calculated by the disdrometer (Equation (8)) compared well with the radar-derived
estimate (r2 = 0.815; Figure 3c,d). This similarity indicates relatively little change in the DSD between
the altitude at which the radar measured precipitation and the surface, including relatively minimal
change in the concentration of large drops, which strongly affects the ZHH value. Values were most
comparable in regimes with high number concentration of drops and ZHH < 45 dBZ, indicating the
importance of sampling enough drops with the disdrometer to lead to a representative estimate,
and the importance of avoiding ice-phase particles. Agreement between the radar and disdrometer
datasets was best for the supercell storm, possibly related to its larger drop concentration in the storm
core. Radar estimates of ZDR compared reasonably well with the disdrometer estimates calculated
using Equation (2). Within the ZDR arc region, the disdrometer did not strongly indicate a band of
larger drops as indicated by the WSR-88D data, possibly a result of undersampling, though drop
concentration was small as expected in this region. The ZDR comparison was generally best when
many particles were present, for example, in the supercell core, likely because a more representative
sample of the total DSD was obtained. Rain rate compared well between the disdrometer and radar
datasets, especially when the radar-derived rain rate was estimated using ZHH and ZDR . Results
indicate that a ZHH -ZDR method of estimating rain rate may be robust near the radar location across a
range of precipitation regimes. Short-term changes in rain rate may not be captured well by either
radar or disdrometer observations.
CN concentration in the leading convective cell was more closely related to precipitation
intensity, with generally decreased CN concentration when rainfall was more intense. Increases
in CN concentration on the edges of the convective cell may have been related to convergence along
the storm’s outflow boundary. In association with the supercell, however, CN concentration changes
were less clearly related to precipitation intensity. Large spikes in CN concentration occurred shortly
after the ZDR arc passed overhead (which may have represented anthropogenic contamination) and
as precipitation intensity was decreasing toward the end of the storm (which did not appear to be
anthropogenic). CN concentration under the ZDR arc did not seem substantially different from that
in the pre-storm environment, until heavier precipitation arrived and appeared to briefly reduce the
CN concentration. The CN measurement location was well separated from any obvious source of
anthropogenic particles (e.g., the nearest road with consistent traffic was ~0.4 km away), so it is unclear
whether peaks in the data are genuine meteorological phenomena or if they represent brief times when
the wind was favorable to bring larger particle concentration from a nearby source such as a road.
The microphysics sampled by the disdrometer appear to corroborate prior observations in the
literature. One challenge, however, is the lack of ability to sample a large number of drops with the
PARSIVEL given its relatively small sampling area. Thus, disdrometer-sampled DSDs are likely to
match microphysical theories most closely where the number concentration of drops is large, e.g.,
in a region of moderate-ZHH precipitation without hail contamination. In the precipitation regimes
sampled in this study, results were poorest in the ZDR arc region which is unique for its large but sparse
drops. In areas with small drop number concentration, radars are likely to provide better estimates of
microphysical processes, though disdrometer observations are likely to provide valuable insight in
regions with unique microphysics and poor radar sampling (e.g., in terrain), or if airborne.
The work described in this paper could be extended to other precipitation regimes, possibly
including winter weather situations, and a larger number of cases should be collected. With additional
sampling and research on the value of disdrometer observations in particular precipitation regimes,
disdrometer observations may be a valuable source of data to fill in radar fields, including polarimetric
radar fields, at low levels. Such observations may have value, e.g., for hydrologic assessments. In the
future, as mesoscale and storm-scale numerical modeling capabilities advance, there may also be value
in ingesting such observations to help better represent low-level precipitation microphysics.
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